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HOSPITAL MANAGERS
AND

HOSPITAL SUBSCRIBERS.
A SERrES OF FOUR ARTICLES.

PART I.

THE BUSINESS OF HOSPITAL MlINTENANCE.
-SomE tbree pears ago a series of articles was published
In this JOURNAL dealing wivth hospital expenditure, the
points of view from which it should be regarded, the
consideratious which surrounded it, and the means by
which it might be controlled. Among other things it
was shown that the maintenance of hospitals, though
initially a voluntary enterprise, had evolved into an

indispensable kind of business in which there were

three partners each possessing rights, namely, the
patients for whose benefit the hospitals exist, the
,medical profession which supplies the skill by which
those patients are treated, and, finally, those who-at
present voluntarily-furnish the funds which render It
possible for the other two partners to play their parts.

THE RIGHITS OF THIE SENIOR PARTNER.
After briefly cqnstdering the rights of the two junior

.partners-the patients and the medical protession-the
righis of the senior, or philanthropic partner, were con-

asidered in detail. It was shown: (1) That he has a right
to demand that the money which he supplies shall be
expended to the best advantage, or, in other words, that
the management of hospitals 'shall be free from

extravagance, efficiency being placed first, but the need
for economy never betng overlooked; (2) that there were
sundry fashions by which greater eoonomy than was usual
could be more often obtained; but (3) that in existing
circumstances it was exceedingly difflcult, and oiten
Impossible, for the supporter of any hospital to ascertain
for himself whether the Institution In whibch he was
interested and to which he was supplying funds was
conducted economically or extravagantJy.
Next it was shown that this fact had been already so

lar recognized that an attempt had long since been made
to ensure for hospital subscribers the possession of data
by which they could gauge with some accuracy the
efficiency of the administration of the Institution in
which each happened to be interested. The data in
question were figures which at a glance would reveal to
the subscriber all the main items of the expenditure, and
enable him to test its propriety by comparing these
figures with those shown by other hospitals doing simtlar
work and by the same Institution In previous years.
Such data, it had been claimed, would result from a

eystem advocated, if not initiated, by Sir Henry Burdett,
-under the title of the Uniform System of Accounts for
Hospitals and Charities. This system had been widely
adopted, was looked upon as perfect, and was constantly
betng made the basis of comparison between one hospital
and another. The results In some cases were, however.
of a surpristng character, and in view of this ctrcum-
stance the system was, at tbe instance of this JOURNAL,
submitied to thorough examitnation with a view of
ascertatning how far it really did meet the needs of the
hospttal subscriber or senior partner, and whether the
claims constantly made for it were really justified. The
conclusion reached was that, while the introduction of
the system was a step, perhaps, In the right direction,
it was in its details so faulty that any comparisons or

deductions based upon It mast be necessarily misleading.
Hence the net concluston drawn was that the last state

of the senior partner was really worse than the first,
since he was being led to depend blindly on a broken
reed.
Some months after the publication of these articles

King Edwar4's Hospital Fund took up the question raised
by them. and, in conjunction -with the Metropolitan Hospi

tal Sunday Fand and the Metropolitan Hospital Saturday
Fund, beg%n to study the matter for itself. To this end a

member of a weU-known firm of chartered accountants
was asked to study the question of hospital accounts, and

the report prepared by him was handed to a specially
appointed committee of hoepital secretaries for considera-
tin. The net result was a publication by the three funds
of a revised system In which the most material of the objec-
tions we had raised to the older system were adequately
met.- Its adoption was, of course, only Incumbent on
hospitals which sought the asstitance of any of the three
funds In question, but In view of the immense importance
of the questions involved, It seemed likely that all up to-
date hospitals elsewhere would take advantage of the
work done by these three funds and adopt the new forms
of account for the benefit of their subscrtbers.
On this presumption it was resolved after waitirg about

a year to see how matters stood, and hence early last
winter a circular letter containing a geLeral inquiry on
the subject was addreseed by this JOURNAL to the secre-
tVries of all hospttals outside London in Great Britain
and Ireland havirg 100 beds and upwards.
These circular letters in nearly all iustances received

due aeknowledgement, and we take this opportunity of
expressing our thanks to those who responoed. &t the
same time we state briefly the conclusi..ns which the
answers justify, and these may be regarded as curious
when it is remembered that the writtrs are practically
the managers of all the leading hospitals in England,
Scotland, and Wales, and Izeland, outaide London. It is,
In short, clear that (1) there are large numbers of institu-
tions which have still not grasped the importance of
presenting their subscribers with rapidly comprehensible
accounts; that (2) there are many who are quite unaware
that the old "$unito:m system" is In any way open to
criticism; that (3) there are others who take such narrow
interest in the general subject which forms tbe occupa-
tion of thetr lives as to have been unaware that its central
point of their work has been submitted to searching
inqitry by three bodies of great public prominfnce; and
(4) others who, though aware of the inquiry and its results,
do not appreciate the fact that it has any bearing on their
own duties.

THE SENIoR PARTNER's DxFuICuLTrES.
This being the caFe, it seems right and desirable to

bring up the whole question again in these columns, for
to secure the rights of the senior partner or hospital
subscriber and economy in hospital administration is, for
more than one reason, of essential Importance to all
medlcal men.

In the first place, it is extravagant administration which
drives hospital authorities to expedients for money-raising
which are directly harmful to the pockets of the medical
men In their neighbourbood and elsewhere. In the second
place, medical men are frequently themselves members of
governing bodies, and thus Indirectly responsible to sub-
scribers; thirdly, they are still more often contributors to
hospitals themselves; and, finally, they are frequently con-
sulted by their patients and others as to the institutions
which best deserve support; and these, it need scarcely be
said, are those which are laudable alike from a scientiflc
and financial standpoint. It may be said, therefore, that
all medical men owe it to themEelves to take an lnterest
in the financial administration of medical cbarities. This
being the case, they are bound to endeavour to secure
that the accounts of the hospitals in which they are
directly or indirectly Interested are not cnly accurately
kept, but published in such form that wbat we bave called
the senior partner maygain from the statements submitted
to him some real acquaintance with the manner in which
the business is conducted. The published acoounts should
enable him to Identify any class of expenditure which is
unduly high; and call for explanation, and this is Impos-
sible unless some form of account specially adapted to
that end Is in use.

It is true, of course, that the business of hospital main-
tenance is in most respects on all fours with all other
forms of commercial activity entailliDg the buying and dis-
tribution of goods, but in one respect it is entirely
pecullar. So far as direct observation Is concerned, the
expenditure of any Institution such as a hotpital must
always remain more or less of a mystery not only to the
general public, but even to many persons well versed In the
general requirements of scientific medfcine and surgery.
In any given case no one but the person In charge can say
what are Its precise needs or whether the amounts ef
money which arebeing expended on It in time and labour
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and other directions are excessive or the reverse. Hence,
while it Is singularly easy for an individual to enter a
hospital and say that this or that is extravagant, it is
equally easy, as a rule, for some one else to prove that the
reverse is the case; and for corresponding reasons it is
not possible, as In the case of ordinary businesses, for a
person skilled In accounts and well acquainted with the
general nature of the enterprise in question to tell
whether the business is well or ill-managed by examining
ordinary account books.
The optnion, in short, of no individual on the financial

administration of a hospital Is of any value if it is based
merely on inspection of the institution itself, or on an
examination of account books, such as are kept by
ordinary business firms. The efficiency of the financial
administration of a hospital can only be gauged by an
exact comparison between the work done and the expendi-
ture involved, and even then little light will be thrown
on the matter unless the figures thus obtained can be
compared with precisely corresponding figures relating
elther to the work of the same institution in previous
years or to identical work done eleewhere. Succinctly
stated, this is equivalent to saying that averages, and not
isolated figures, are the only reliable gauge of hospital
expenditure, and that the units of comparison must be
practically identical.

Tnu SENIOR PARTNER'S REQUIREMERTS.
In view of these considerations it is obvious that the

hospital subscriber has a right to expect something more
from those who undertake the spending of his money
than an audited balance sheet and cash aceount. He
has a right to claim proof that the hospital income has
not only been honestly spent, but wisely spent, or, in
other words, that the data indicated in the last paragraph
shall be furnished him by each annual statement placed
in his hands. Hence the next point to consider is
the form which this statement should take. So far
as main principles are concerned, there is no diffi-
culty in deciding this question. Comparison between
the gross totals of money spent and of work done is
of little value, so the statement should certainly be one in
which, after all items have been analysed, the resulting
figures are classified under separate headings. The number
of headings should be limited, for accounts in which items
are analysed and classified ad it9fnitum are so dificult to
follow as to be not much more really informing than
those in which merely gross totals are stated or which
leave subscribers to glean results for themselves from
Incoherent masses of figures regarding quantities and
prices. Obviously, too, the headings chosen should be
such as relate to Items which are main factors in the
expenditure and income of every medical charity, what-
ever its precise work may be. With such an account
before htm, supplemented by statistics drawn up on cor-
responding lines with regard to the work done, the sub-
scriber ha a real means of gauging more or less accurately
the effieleacy of the administration of the Institution in
which he is interested, and the wisdom with which his
money is spent.

REVISED SYSTEM.
As has been indicated, an attempt to meet these

requirements was made as long ago as 1893, and was sub-
jected to what proved to be destructive criticism In these
columns early In 1905, the sequence being that a fresh
form, likewise Intended to fulfil the needs In question,
and based upon Its predecessor, is now at the service of
all and sundry. It should not be maintained that it Is
an absolutely perfect form of account, but as It gets
rid of many of the errors of the earlier system, and
cloises many of the doors for misunderstanding and false
conclusions which that system left ajar, it Is far less
open to criticism. Even if not entirely beyond it, It is
certainly the best existing system, and as perfect a one as
anybody at present Is likely to devise, seeing that its weak-
nesses are comparatively few, and that those responsible
for its creation are as competent and experienced a body
of men as could possibly be got together for the purpose.
There are strong grounds, therefore, for urging Its adop-

tion on all institutons. In this place it need only be
described in such broad detail as will enable our readers
to appreciate its principles and the advantages it offers to
subscribers. Those who undertake to prepare their

accounts In the way indicated ahould of course consult the
original report, which can be obtained from Mr. George
Barber, Printer, 23, Furnival Street, Holborn. Price is.
The first point to note about the system advocated is

that it is not a system of account keeping, but of account
showing; this Is a distinction of which the impor-
tance will appear later on. It Is simply a method of
digesting the general expenditure and Income of a hospital
so as to bring the main points Into relief and to enable
the figures shown to be dealt with easily. In private life
probably most men, even If they do not keep regular
accounts, estimate from time to time how much of their
income goes in certain directions-on the upkeep of the
household, on personal expenses, horses and carriages, and
the like-with a view-if they have to consider ways and
means closely-to finding out whether too much money is
going out in any one direction, and they do the same
thing with regard to their income, estimating how much
of it comes from practice, how much from investments,
salaries, and the like. The "revised system" Is simply
the same practice applied accurately and methodically to
hospital maintenance.

It first determines what should be regarded as ordinary
expenditure and ordinary income, and, conversely, as
extraordinary income and expenditure, and then sub-
divides these into sundry main headings. As ordinary
income are regarded annual subscriptions, donations,
receipts from hospital collecting funds, receipts from
places of worsihip, from collectlons amongst workmen,
from entertainments, and Invested property, while legacies
and moneys received for capital purposes are treated
as extraordinary income. As ordinary expenditure are
classed the general expenses entailed by providing
for the needs of patients such as are common to
every institution. The extraordinary expenses are those
which not all hospitals have to meet, or at all
events have not to meet every year. The ordinary
expenditure is divided primarily into the expense of
maintenance of patients and the expenEes of administra-.
tion, and these main and subheadings are again sub-
divlded as shown In the tables on page 1508.
The factors of these headings and subheadings can be

crystallized out from account books of any nature, pro-
vided they are correctly kept and provided the sources of
Income and expenditure are recorded in sufficient detail.
Moreover, the analysis need not necessarily be performed
until the end of the year. In practice, however, it Is
much easier to analyse the accounts as the expenditure
is incurted, distrlbuting, when tradesmen's and other
accounts are received, the several items which they
contain under their proper headings in a book kept for
that purpose.

It is exceedingly easy, too, to arrange this book in such
fashion that the, expenditure under any heading can be
seen at a glance at any time. It is obvious that in this
distribution of Items doubt may sometimes arise as to
the heading under which any given item of expenditure
should be placed, and to avoid this the system Includes
a kind of vocabulary in whtchl are inserted all items of
hospital expenditure as to the classification of which any
doubt can possibly arise, against them being added the
title of the heading to which they belong and the number
of the subheading. When the amounts shown against
the analysed headings and subheadings are added up the
total will, of course, equal the gross total on either side
of the ordinary credit and debit accounts kept by those
responsible for the administration of the hospital, when
the necessary allowance has been made for any capital
expenditure and receipts entered therein.
Furthermore, as nothing is inserted in the analysis

except expenditure and Income relating to the year under
consideration, every year's work stands on Its own legs,
and the subscriber can see at a glance not only the way
in which the money has been expended, but whether the
Income of the hospital for the year has been exceeded or
otherwise. Finally, It should be mentioned that annexed
to the system, if not an Intrinsic part of It, are certain
rules as to the way In which the status of patients Is to be
determined, and a number of forms are based upon them,
these being so arranged as to aIlow of the work which the
patients represent to be readily compared with the
expenditure Involved, or with the work done by other
hospitals. As this part of hospital administration, how-
ever, forms the subject of another artle elsewhere in
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, t9

Dr. er.

INCOME.
A. ORDINARY.

I. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS (see p.

II. DONATIONS (seep. )... ...
Boxes (see p. )... ...

III. KING EDWARD'S HOSPITAL FUND
FOR LONDON ... .-

IV. HOSPITAL SUNDAY FUND ... ...

V. HOSPITAL SATURDAY FUND ... ...

I. CONGREGATIONAL COLLECTIONS
(apart from Hospital Sunday
Fund) ... ... ... ... ...

VII. WORKMEN'S COLLECTIONS (apart
from Hospital Saturday Fund)...

VIII. ENTERTAINMENTS ... ...

IX. INVESTED PROPERTY.
Dividends

Rents
Income tax returned .. ...

Interest on deposit or current
account ... ...

X. NURSING INSTITUTION.
Private nurses ... ... ...

Nurses and probationers' fees ...

XI. PATIENTS' PAYM1ENTS.
In-patients ... ... ... ...

Out-patients ...

XII. OTHER RECEIPTS

Total ordinary income

B. EXTRAORDINARY.
I. LEGACISs

The executors of

II. FESTIVALS, BAZAARS, ETC.
For new buildings or equipment,
or the extinction of debt in-
curred for such purposes... ..

Total extraordinary income ...

Total income ... ...

Balance, being excess of total expendi-
ture over total income for the year

£ I. I. s. a £ 9 d.

:I

EXPENDITURE.
A. MAINTENANCE.
L PROVISIONS.

1 Meat ..... ...
2. Fish, poultry, etc. ... ... ...
3. Butter, bacon, etc. ... ...
4. Eggs ... ... ... ... ...
5. Milk ... ... ... ... ... ...
6. Bread, flour, etc.... ... ... ...
7. Grocery .- ... ...
8. Vegetables and fruit ... ...
9. Malt liquors ... .. ..
10. Aeratecd water and ice .. ...

II. SURGERY AND DISPBNSARY.
1. Drugs, chemicals, disinfectants, etc.
2. bandages, etc....
3 Instruments and appliances
4. Wines and spirits ... ... ...
5. Sundries. ... ... ...

III. DOMESTIC.
1. Renewal and repair of furniture ...
2. Renewal and repair of bedding and

linen
3. Renewal and reir of hardware,

crockery, brushes, ete. ... ...
4. Washing done off hospital premises
6. Cleaning and chandlery
6. Water... ... ...
7. Fuel and lighting-

(a) Coal .... . ... ... ...

(b) Gas ... ... ...

(e) Electric current ...
(d) Oil, wood, etc.

8. Uniforms (nurses', porters', etc.) .
9. Sundries ... ... ... ...

IV. ESTABLISHMENT.
1. Insurance ... ...
2. Renewals and repairs.
3. Annual cleaning ....
4. Garden ... ... ...

V. SALARIES, WAGES, ITC.
1. Medical ... ... ... ... ...
2. Dispensing ... ...
3. Nursing
4. Other officers
5. Mechanics, etc.
6. Porters ... ...
7. Domestic servants ... ...
8. Scrubbers ... .. .. ...
9. Pensions ... ... ... ... ...

VI. MISCELLANEOUS.
1. Printing and stationery
2. Postages ... ... ... ... ...
3. Advertisements ...

4. Sundries ... ... ... ... ...

Total cost of maintenance

B. ADMINISTRATION.
I. MANAGEMENT.

1. Offleial salaries ... ... ... ..
2. Pensions ... ... ...
3. Official printing and stationery ...
4. Official postage and telegrams ...
5. Official advertisements ... ...
6. Law charges ... ... ... ...
7. Auditors' fee .. ... ....
B. Sundries... ... ...

II. FINANCE.
1. ApDeals ... ... ... ...
2. Commission ... ...

Festivals, bazaars, etc.

Total cost of administration

Total cost of maintenance and
administration ... ...

C. RENT, RATES, AND TAXES..
I. RENT ... ...

II. RATES AND TAXES ... ...

Total rent, rates, and taxes

Total ordinary expenditure

D. EXTR&ORIDINARY EXPENDITURE.
I. INTEREST ... ...

II. CONA-RIBUTIONS TO OTEER INSTITU-
TIONS .. ... ... ... ...

III. FESTIV'-LS, BAZAARS, Erc, for new
buildings or equipment. or the ex-
tinction of debt incurred for such
purposes ... ... ... ... ...

^ Total extraordinary expenses...
Total expenditure.. .. ... ...

Balance, being excess of total income over
total expendLiture for the year _ ...

a S. d d. £ S.

. ...

J.
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this Issue, no further reference to it need be made In'this placee.;
TECHNICAL DETAILS.

The foreg'olng account will suffice for general readers,

but-fpr the benefit of those who have an intimate

acqualtitance with the old system, and who may wish to

have 'some further particulars of the new one before

obtaining the original report and studying It for-

themselves, some technical detatls of the differences

between the old and the revised system may be added.

The new Income and expenditure account is not an

anaysis. of all the cash traneactions during the year, and

nothing referring to previous years Is either credtted or

debited therein. Income from estates and the like Is

debited with expenses of management before the net

Income is credited to the year. All repairs are counted

as ordinary expenditure, and structural improve-

ments are passed to the balance sheet. Interest on

loans is treated, not as a part of managerial ex-

penses, but as extraordlnary expenditure. Rents,

rates and taxes, are taken out of maintenance " and

treated as an item indepandent both of maintenance and

administration. Washing Is onlyincludedin the account

as such when done off the premises; otherwise the

expenditure involved is accaunted for under salaries and

wages, and other headings. There are other differences

in the form of the account, but these Instances suffice to

showhowfarthealterationsarematerial. Since,however,

the headlngsused arefor the most part the same in both sys-

te0s, It might appear at first sight as if the-analysed

accounts of a hospitaloould be transformed from the old-to

the new form merely by a redistribution of such items as

have been mentioned, and by excluding any sums payment

of which was Involved by work at an earlier period, and by

Including any expenses which had beenlncurred In the

year, whether actually defrayed or otherwise. This

transformation could certainly be effected, but the result

would not be an accurate representation of the accounts

according to the new system, because the index of classifi-

cation attached to the newsystem is notidentical with

the old.
A rough examination shows that there are thirty or

more variations between the two. Thus, allowancesin

lieu of beer are classified, not under provlsions, but under

salaries and wages. The builder's charges classifiedin

the oldindex as extraordinary expenditure, are in the new

placed uader establishment charges. Eussenees of meat

and the like are credited to the dispensary and not to

provIsions; mineral waters are classified as provisions,

instead of under surgery and dispensary expenditure; and

subscriptions to other Institutions are treated as extra-

ordinary expenditure and not debited to Matntenance,
sub head Miscellaneous. sBesies minor alterations

this,character, however,items of expenditure which are

common to many departmPents of a hospital are broken up

in the new clasfitlcation and distributed to the depart*

ments to which ineach they actually belong. Farther-

more, there are a great many new enitreie'dealing with

Items of expenditure which at the present time every

hospital classsfies according to its owl lights, and

possibly as a rule In very different fashion to its neighbour.

Nevertheless, in spite of all these differences, It woulL

doubtless bepoossble for any secretary who is keeping his

accounts with the books of the old system to prepare from

them (after studying the report mentioned) an analysis

conforming to the rulesof 'the new system. If such an

analysis were cafrred on for a year side by side with the

older form, the result would certainly be Interesting and

probably lead to most secretaries prefefring the new

system to the old, for It Is in many respects much more

favourable toinstitutions which are being well adminis-

tered and have nothing to conceal. The form of the

Income and expenditure account will beggthered from

the table on page 1495.

PART' IL.
SPADE WORK.

The mere fant that a gool system has been put at the

disposition of all and sundry will not be sufficient to secure
its adoption bylnstitutions independent of the three hinds

which have created it. This is abundantly clear, for, as

has already been mentioned, one result of the letter

circulated by this JOURNAL last October was to show that

a large proportion of hospital secretaries were still quite
unaware that the question of hospital accounts had
ever been the subject of a serious investigation by the
three metropolitan funds. Furthermore, from what passed
at -the recent United Kitngdom Hospitals Conference, It
is obvious that, even among professed experts, there must
be many to whom the whole subject ts practically unknown
territory at the present time. This being the case, it
is certain that the hospital subscriber who is anxtous to
see the system Introduced at the lnstitution in which he
Is Interested will have to ba-more or less active In his
advocacy. If once he can Interest the secretary of the
institution and one or two leading members of the
managing body and Induce them to study and understand
the system, it Is fairly certain the battle will be won.
Meantime, however, he may have many objections tot
meet, and those who raise them are not unlikely to be
persons who esteem their knowledge of the subject
perfect, or who are too satisfied with their own methods to
be very ready to consider any. other. It is well, there
fore, that the subscriber. should know In advance what
sort of objections he Is likely to meet. Naturally they
will vary enormously In nearly every lnstance, but,
experience shows that they wlll belong to one or other ot
the following classes:

F1inancial Purist, and Others.
There are many able secretaries and treasurers who,

rightly, consider that institutions which control large
sums of money should have their accounts kept in
fashions sanctified by the usage ofthe ordinary com-
mercial world, and would object--forthwith to any plan
whose special name promises to entail a departure from
them. Such fears, however, are baseless, for, as already
stated, the system Is not one of account-keeping, but of
account-showing. It may be worked In conjunction with
the book-keeping by double entry, which is esteemed
alike by ordinary business men and the authorities of
leading hospitals, or in conjunction with any other book-
keeping system which may be In vogue at thelnetitution
and Is considered to be an efficient one. The only neces-
sary addition Is a book In wbich the varioug Items of
expenditure are kept duly analysed.

Similar reluctance, but due to different causes, may be
found among managers of small Institutions, who are
likely to fear that adoption of the new system willinvolve
themin the purchase of an expensive series of books.
The answer In this case Is the same as In the former
Instance; the only additional book necessaryisan analysis
book, and this can be constructed by any intelligent.
secretary for himself as soon as he sees the headings
under which he has to classify his expenditure. This
information, together with samples of the forms and the
vocabulary, which serves as a guide to the distribution ofItems, he can acquire by purchasing for a shilling the
report of the three funds published by Mr. George Barber,
as mentioned on page 1494.

Stress is laid on these objections because they areidentical with one which,in a considerable measure,
served to retard the adoption of the earlier system.
That 'system was not only commonly described as Itit were a complete method of keeping accounts, but
in addition the publication which explained and advocated
it contained constant references to the hospital account
books publiBhed by a certainfirm, and left theimpression
that the system of account. showing in question wa#impossible without the help of such books. It was even
hinted that any secretary who presented hts subscribers
withsimilarly analysed statements, but did not keep
books arranged as the system described, was guilty of
idleness,incapacity, or want of a sense ol responsibility.
Such animputation never ought to have been made, andin
any case has no sort of application whatever to the revised
system which has been brought out purely pro bono publico.

ExceptionalInatitutiona.
There are some managers who will pooh-pooh the value

alike of comparative statements and of analyses. An
objection to comparative statements Is a suspicious thing
in Itself, and Indicates a fear that the hospital in
question mlght fare badly if Its accounts were made
comparable with those of other places. As for analyses,
their value isscarcely open to dispute, but this subject to
dealt with at length elsewhere (see page 1498).



On the other hand, there are. many secretaries who,
'while quite ready to .admit the general advantages
of analyses and all hospitals publish,n. their aocounts
.on some uniform plan, are anxicus to .,show that
their hospitals should, be regarded as exceptions.
They will say that forms drawn up by, the metropolitan
funds may be valuable for London, but cannot.apply to
their hospilW, as it recives no beneft bfrom.these,FaWo,.

,<or that-there' are specill circumnstances about the hospital
which make a statement of accounts in that, particular
dorm impossible, or that Its work is so peculiar that It
Kcaanot be justly represented on the forms entailed, and
tht It should be quite sufficient if. they give, subscrlbers
analysed statements of their own. All such objections
ahould be steadily overruled. The fact that the system Is

the work of the metropolitan hospital. funds in nowise
limits its application; it simply due to the circum-
-stance that these funds are able to command-the assistance
of persons whose services could not be secured elsewhere,
and the plan which they have institated' for the use of
their own cliextale can be adopted by any Institution, small
or great. The hospitalswhioh receive assistance frQm these
1falnds are so numerous and 'heterogeneous In character
that any form which Is applicable' to all of them must be
4equally applicable to any voluntary medical charity els-
where, whatever its special work and wherever It Is

situated. Every hospital can use the forms, and if it
-considers any farther information' or qualifyIng statements
are necessary, it can give them In the footnotes. As for
the propriety of permitting'any given institution to use a
form of its own, of course 90, per cent. of all hospital
members are capable of Inventing a perfectly Intelligible
,one for themselves, but this should not be allowed by
subscribers, for no hospital In our days can be regarded as
an independent lnstitution. It Is simply a branch of the
,great business of hospital. maintenance which Is carried
-on' throughout the length and breadth of the land, so
that it Is of extreme importance that all accounts lisued
-should be comparable one with the other. And this can
only be the case if the same forms are everywhereadopted.

Users of the Old 8'se
Next there are those who are already using the older

system,-and, noting that the headings are practically the
same, may see no need to abandon the one for the other.
'They will not think so if they. examine the two In the
light of the statements which are made about the old
.system in the series of articles published in the JOURNAL
In 1905. Here it need merely be mentioned that a system
of accounts on which comparlsons between different hos-
pitals are likely to be based should' be one which leaves
as few openings as possible for one hospital, Intentionally
or otherwise, to take advantage of another by' mlirepre-
senting Its results, and that in the old system there was
more than one such door as well 'as more than one way In
which Its own subscribers could be likewise deceived.
There ts one point in the new system over' which a

4ertain number of secretarles accustomed to the older
form are likely to groan. This is the restriction placed on
the use of the term "extraordinary expenditure." An
examination of a number of accounts kept ostensibly on
the old system shows that any expenditure which It
not conventent to show elsewhere is often relegated to the
extraordinary expenditure account, and managers who
.are slack about keeping their institations In good working
order habitually, pass Into these columns Iany large
expendlture for repairs which they are eventually forced
to undertake, or any accumulations of bills for repiars
payment of which it Is not desired. to show under
ordinary expenditure. This is a very convenient plan
for such Institutions, but very unfair to others, because
it enables those which are the less well managed to
minimize In appearance their real ordinary expenditure.
The extraordinary expenditure, also, now no longer Includes
*outlay on new buildings and structural improvements or
.equipment, only the expense of festivals and bazaars
undertaken to raise money for such purposes or to
extingulsh accumulated debts being admitted to this
column. This, of course, is quite correct, as expenditure
of this character is capital expenditure, and should be
.showin not in a revenue return-such' as an annual Income
-and.expenditure account-but In the balanoe sheet. No
.secretary with' a competent' knowledge of the principles
of acoiunt-keeping will be able-to denytht,th- l1:- fact,

but, nevertheless, secretaries of a certain type will be
found to object to exclusion of these Items. These are
men who still believer that the- only way to open purse
strings in favour of their hospital is to show that-t is
labsuring under a constantly increasing load or debt;
hence they desire to avoid ever displaying a balance of
Income of any sort over expenditure, and this, fortunately,
is sometimes.-not-easy-unless..capitaLas-well, aa-urreal
expenditure Is Included. It Is doubtful whetber there is
much ground nowadays for the belief on which the practice
of including capital expenditure In revenue accounts is
founded, but however this may be, It It is desired to show
that there has been a heavy expenditure beyond that
which forms part of the revenue account, It s perfectly
easy to make a note to this effect at the bottom of the
account, and to mention the items for their identfleation
later on if need be.

All thesechanges tell, of course, In favour of the subscriber
by making It easier for him to acquire a knowledge of
what Is being done with his money, and they also tell in
favour of the Institution which Is habitually well managed.
In addition, there Is one point in the new system which
should appeal at once to all boards and secretaries who
are endeavouring to lessen expenses and desire to get the
credit due to them for the results they obtain. Since In
the new system every year's work stands entliely by
itself, those who are responsible for the work done during
that period are not handicapped by the fallure of their
predecessors. For Instance, otdlnary expenditure Is not
augmented by the interest paid on loans obtained to cover
the accumulated debts of the past, nor are the accounts
for the current year swelled by having to pass Into it
sums which have been paid to tradespeople and the like
for the outstanding aceounts of previous periods.

CONOLuSION.
Finally, the hospital subscriber may possibly come

across two types of hospital manager, both of which are
anachronisms. The one is the manager who thinls that
the subscriber should be quite satisfied by trusting his
money to him, and being told at the end of the year that
such and such an amount of money is still required to
meet the debts incurred. The other is a person who
recognizes fully the right of the subscriber to have a full
account placed before him, and meets it in conscientious
and painstaking but most unhappy fashion-namely, by
placing before his subscriber statements of account-in
which every ounce of butter or sugar Is, carefuly dis-
played, and there is no attempt at classification or
analysis whatever. For neither of theseelasses of hospital
managers is there any longer room. Competition in the
hospital world is becoming acute, and while there is still
plenty of money for medical charities, there are likewise
plenty of candidates for it, and thoee who have money to
give are beginning to examine closely the relative claims
of different institutionw. A Esbscriber, therefore, even if
he himself is quite ready to trust blindly to the managers
of the hospital in which he is interested, should neverthe-
less insist that its accounts are presented to the world in
such form as to be attractive to those who have business
instincts, and desire to know what is likely to become of
their, money. Any business- like person is at least likely
to wish to know how much .of his money goes towards
supporting patients and how much to supporting a more
or less numerous crowd of officials, and for him, too, the
other ways In which the expenditure and Income are
analysed will likewise have their value.
In short, in our day It Is scarcely open to dispute that

(1) every hospital which hopes for support is bound to
present subscribers with comprehensible statements of
income and expenditure, (2) that in such statements the
various items should be classified, and (3) that the head-
ings and the various factors of each should be the same in
all lnstitutions, in order that the expenditure of one may
be checked by the expenditure of another. What that
form should be may be open to dispute, but, seeing that
the old uniform system of accounts has already beer
widely adopted, and that the revised system of accounts
here advocated may be regarded as merely a second and
improved edition of it, It is fair'y certain that so large a
number of hospitals will eventually decide to use It that
it will become the standard system of account. Henoe
the sooner all hospitals alike take steps to adopt it, the
better for tbemselves and their fellows.
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PART III.
THE VALUE OF ANALYSIS.

It will be seen that the whole basis of the system
described and advocated is a kind of disection, a series
of statistical abstracts of expenditure and income which,
for Bake of brevity, has been termed an "analysis of
aecounts." It is perhaps desirable to discuss the value
of such treatment of accounts, because the subject is
probably novel to some readers; and there may be many
others who, though aware of the general advantages of
analysing accounts of any kind, are not alive to the;
desirability of making an analysis every year.
A millionaire or other individual whose income must

invariably suffice for all his needs has, it may. be
admitted, no particular occasion to keep accounts at all;
still less is it essential that he should worry himself
,when the year is over in finding out 'in what particular
ways he has spent. his money. In qualified fashion the
same may be said of any institution, charitable or other-
wise, the income of which always fully meets the work
which It desires to perform. Ift, for instance, an institu-
tion is so amply endowed that it never has any difficulty
in iulfilling the objects for which it was founded, there Is
no particular reason why it should dissect up and classify
expenditure, provided its responsible authorities are fully
satisfied that they get full value for their money, and pro-
vided, too, that they will never have to satisfy outsiders
to the same effect, or to prove to any one but themselves
that the fund which they have administered has been
wisely and justly expended.
There are, however, few persons or institutions in this

happy position, and both in the commercial and philan-
thropic worlds competition is now so acute that if the
managers of any enterprise, whether public or private,
wish to make a good showing at the end of the year,
they must usually practise strict economy throughout
it, and unless they know precisely whence their income
comes and where it goes, real economy is Impossible;
it may even be said to be inconceivable, for the word
"economy," strictly speaking, means, not parsimony or
the cubtlng down of exoenditure to the lowest possible
point, but the regulation of an establishment. in other
words, it means efficient administration, and it may be
laid down as an axiom that no administration can be
efficient if those who are responsible for it do not know
exactly what is being done under their authority. Such
knowledge is less readily secured in regard to hospital
maintenance than to most forms of business enterprise,
so special means of obtaining it are often desirable.

COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES.
There Is, however, nothing essentially new In the Idea of

disseating or analysing accounts; it really dates back to
the dawn of commercial enterprise, and to the day upon
which the first balance sheet ever drawn up was completed.
In the commercial world accounts have been analysed for
centuries, for the balance sheets and statements of profit
and loss familiar to all who are shareholders In any com-
pany, and to any one who has ever learnt book-keeping, are
nothiuig but statistIcal abstracts of income and expenditure,
or analyses of accounts, compiled in a fashion which
accountants consider the briefest for bringing out the
main results obtained-namely, whether the business
has been conducted at a profit or at a loss, and whether
it is solvent or otherwise. Such statements of account,
as' prepared or approved by auditors, were likewise in use
by hospltal authorities In quite early times, and tile form
of sccount Introduced by Sir Henry Burdett, and which
1ii a revised form has been advocated above, only lnten-
tionally differs from them in the fact that the Items of
expenditure are classified In a fashion deemed more
likely to be illuminating to those hospital subscribers
and managers whose duty or desire it is to know exactly
what s 'being done.
But even In an analysed form of account, as distinct

from the ordinary statements prescribed by chartered
accountants, there is nothing entirely peculiar to the hos.
pita] world. For though it is true that such forms are
not in 1,abitual use in commercial houses, they are very
ooinmonly made out when any firm or company finds that
profits' are growing smaller, and when neither the
enAgers' own knowledge nor the ordinary account books
sufflce to prove oonclusively where the leakage -ti
oocurring. It the head of the ilrn is worth- his salt he

does not then merely sit down and groan over the fact
that the trading account shows a very narrow margin o
the right side, or that assets are beginning to make a poor
show when compared with liabilities, but sets to work to
overhaul the whole machinery, classifies all items more or
less minutely, and endeavours to discover where the
greatest falling off In the one or increase in the other
exists.
Obviously this is the only way in which he can flindian

effective remedy, for it is futile for him to say that
because things are going badly expenditure must be cut
down blindly and all round. If he does this he may
certainly reduce his expenses but possibly in a somewhat.
fatal way. Thus his general cutting down may include
reduced expenditure just In those directilons In which not
less but more outlay is desirable, either becaue the'
expenditure In quelstion Is absolutely essential to
existence or because it is an expenditure which is
bringing In a proper return.

THE SPECIAL NEED o0 HOsPIrTArS.
All these considerations apply with equal force to the'

question of hospital maintenance, which mustbe regarded
and treated as a form of business enterprise; but in thisw
case an annual, and not merely occasional, analysis of
accounts is desirable. The head of an ordinary firm i#^
conversant with every single detail of its business to an
extent not possible In the case of managers of hospitals
For the most part whatever money is spent is spent on
his direct authority, and as he has commonly undergone'
a training in every one of Its departments, It is seldom
that he is unable to tell forthwith why profits are falling,
or in what directions greater economy Is possible. The'
position of managers of a hospital Is different-the souroes
of daily small expense which make up the gross annual
expenditure are never under their direct control; and,
while most hospitals are chronically in the position of
a firm whose trading account shows the barest margin on
the right side, there is In every hospital a constant,
tendency for expenses not only to increase, but to lncrease
beyond what is absolutely necessary. Special means,
therefore, should be taken to check this tendency, for ia
default It will inevitably grow.
For even If an exceptional secretary had the same kind

of complete and detailed knowledge of the work being
done as that possessed by a manager of an ordinary firm,
no hospital secretary is so lightly worked In his own
department that he could keep an eye on every single
divirsion of the hospital and on every ward, and judge for
himself straight off whether more or less money wgs
being spent that was right; nor would the energies of a
visiting member of a house committee be any more
fruitful. The chief outcome would be a good deal ot
friction, and so far from materially checkingextravagance,
they could not by such means even prove to themselves,
and still less to any one else, that extravagance really
existed.
In short, In default of some means of proving that

expenditure was Increasing not generally and inevitably,
but inacertain directions and probably superfluously, the
hospital secretary or visiting member of the committee
would be equally helpless even if he had the whole board
at his baclk, for If the latter brought a general allegation
of extravagance to the notice of the spending depart-
ments, or, in other words, to that of the responsible and)
subordinate professional and domestic staff, the pot might
claim that it was clean and shining and the kettle take
the same view of its own appearance. Both might be
black, or one or the other Irreproachable, but in either
case the result would be the same, namely, that no real
improvementwould be ensured.

Thus every hospital board is bound in the interests ot
its work to exact from its secetary not only that he shall
keep a faithful account of all items of income and expen-
diture, but that he shall classify them under their main
headings, In order that if any question arises as to,
whether expenses in any particular department are going
up or going down, or whether they are more or less thaD
they might be, some sort of material for testing the point
may exist. Furthermore, it Is desirable that the classi-
fieation should be.in some conventional form,maintained
unchanged frbm yeatto year; and if ths form is one
which is -coimmnM t. every inatiWtifn of the same
character, additional advaitges -wll-aocrue. Nqt only
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ds a board which has such analysed accounts to hand
much better able to satisfy subscribers that tb work of
tie hospital is being properly conducted, but it is also in
ha Volition of much grealbr strength when dealing rith its
executive officers, since it may often be able to convince
them forthwith, and by specific examples, that they can
help to lessen expenses. Thus, in a classified account it
-ea be shown how much has been spent on stimulants or
4ahy other forms of "medical comfort" In the current
year, and how much was being spent on .a corresponding
zmber of patients at a previous period; and if any.
material increase is shown the staff can properly be asked
u!aether there is In the nature of the cases treated any
reason or justification for the increase. It, again, It can be
shown that the expenditure on electric lighting has been
20 per cent. greater In the expired year than it was In the
previous period, it may on due inquiry be shown that the
fault lies with a new matron who has not Impressed upon
l*r nurses the propriety of turning out lights which are
not absolutely required. Similarly, a classified summary
of income may show rapid decline in the recelpts under
one or more headings, and Indicate the need for special
effort on the part of the eecretariat in certain directions.
'It Is, however, superfluous to multiply examples of this

character, for it must be obvious that if the managers of
a-hospital or the subscribers have before them statements
in which the items of expenditure and income are duly
classified, and if at the same time the amount of work
covered by the expenditure is accurately shown, they will
be better able to detect In what direction, if any, greater
weeonomy is possible; especially if similar statements sre"
in existence for a certain number of years, and there a;re-
the results of other hospitals to serve as an additional
,standard.

SaMorir EXPENSE.
-Even if nonsiderable Increase isl shown under any head-

ing, lt does not, of course, necessarily follow that any of
it can be avoided, or that there has been extravagance,
but at all events attention to the point willl have been
drected, and the questions raised can be settled, if need
b,* by ur:ther inquiry.
-What form such further inquiry should take it is not

the purpose of this article to discuss, but as an illustra-
tion of the general value of an analysis of accounts such
as Is here advocated, attention may be drawn to the way
in which certain hospitals have profited by the light
which these analyses throw on their expenditure. Thus,
for intance, the National Hospital in [Queen Square some
few years ago came to the conclusion that its domestc
expenditure might prove on examination to be more than
it need be, and appointed a committee to inquire into the
esbject. The result was an economy of over £1,000 on the
single -item of provisions. It took the same view with
Togard to its dispensary expenditure, and appointed a
Medical committee to deal with it, the outcome being an
4itmedlate saving of £200. This instance is the more
worth quotingbecause the committee which dealtwith the
dpnesticexpenditure was composed almostentirely ofladies
Who brought to their task merely common senae and a good
prctical knowledge Of housekeeping, and because none of
the Oterations in the household management by which
thew effeetedtheeivIng mentioned-entailed, a the opinion
of thie medical staff, ay lesening whatever of the
efficiency of the einstittion. Such facts as these discount
abeief that thereis anything mysterious about hospital
expenditure or in the means which should be taken to
controllit.

Ftalli, attentlon must be directed to one sort of
aecount analyuia, which, in some respects, is the most
ImPortAt df ia1. This is a separation of the expenditure
on hi-paents from the expeaditure on out-patlents.
Hithertoefforts to effectsuch a division with anyaury
have iately been made; and where the queston hat been
raised at adl, It has been answered in -a way which is
obviouely unsound and even absurd-that is, by stating a
purely hypotheti sum as the Qost of each out-patient,
multiplying it by an almost equally hypothetical. mber,
deducting the total from the gross expenditure of the
hospital, and calling the balance the net cost of the in-
patien't work. Those who drew up the revised system of
accounte, to'which attention is drawn in the first article of
thls series, urge that this very prevalent but essentially
misleading method of determining a most importAnt poilnt
ehould beabandoned, and that-the expense of out-patie

departments should be ascertained aS precl0ely aupossible,
.and not be merely estimated 'by the roughest kind bfrtle
of thumb. They recognize that the task may at fitst- be a
'little dilfficult, but state that It can be done, and lndicae
that until It Is done no hospital ean reallil kihow- wht' t4
in-patient work 'is costing, or talk with any assuravce-ol
its cst; per -bed, or create for' itself any StauidardS by
:which the propriety of the expenditure in any directiot'
may be gauged. Such condemnation is the more-
impressive when it is remembered tihat those responsible
for the report In which this precise divsion or analysis of
the expenditure into two main classes is reconimended
are all secretaries of hosptals with large out-patlOt'
departments, and therefore men on whom any alteritil6f
would impose at least as much trouble as on the secretary`
of any hospital in the three kingdoms.
Hence it may safely be concluded that the alteration

is not one which should be deemed outside the pOwers
of any insttitution. Moreover, it is likely that if not to'
much In the way of a precise estimate is at first attempted,
the managers of hospitals little by little will find out tht
they can complete the task quite easily, and hence be able
'to provide information which is not less accurate thaui
that which at one time seemed, perhaps, not les diffli-
cult to supply-namely, an answer to a question on a
point which always interests subscribers. how much of
their money goes to maintain patients and how much is
absOrbed by the administration-that is, by itemsod
expenee which have only an Indirect connexiot with the
relIeftof suffering?
There must be few hospitals nowadays which caninot

supply Information on that point, and to go ftrther
aAd analyse the expenditure so as to show h6w mauch is
spet on out-patients, is a task equally *rorth prorknig,
fot 'every factor whlch tends to confuse aus'i d 'to
*blind the managers of hospitals and their subscribers to'
what is being done should be removed. It is even pos-.
sible that many hospitals, if they really knew exactly'
what their out-patients cost them, would be dilposed to
lessen their ambitions In this direction, and concentrate
their efforts on what is everywhere admitted to be the'
primary object of hospitals-the maintenance and treat-
ment of temporarily bedridden persons.

PART IV.
ENERGY AND OIUTPUT.

In ihe very last of the few papers which the late Sir
William Broadbent ever published-one written on what
proved to be his deathbed-is a remar-k confirmatory of
the observation that persons whO exhibit great capacity,
for dealing with figures do not habitually showr talent of
corresponding degree In other directions; on the other
hand, cases have been noted,we believe, bymany allenists in
which individuals greatly below the average in brain
power conserve marked ability for making calculations.
Possibly, therefore, the fact that an immense number of
intelligent people have a great dislike for statistics and
calculations of any character may be taken as a proof that
the average man remains a fairly healthy and normal
Individual in spite of so much that is said, and perhaps
truly said, as to degeneration of the race in. almost all
civilized countries.
Other things being equal, figures relating to money

might on general grounds be considered likely to be most
attractive, and there possibly may be persons In whom
anmor suntmi is so highly developed that even mere state-
ments as to moneys received and moneys spent may have
a certain amount of attraction for them, quite irrespective*
of whence the money has come and where it has gone.
The. average person, however, findS literatureof this srti'
entitely uninterestng and distasteful, arid unless a definite.
duty is laid upon him he will refuse to study series of'
figur or tables of statistics, whether they relate to
expenditure of moneys or any other subject.
Thus the average reader of a scientific paper ir clines tO

;skip the tables of statitics which they may contain, and
to accept without examination the statements made In
the tezt as to what the tables show. Much the same may
'be said even In connexion with commercial enterprises.
The average shareholder in a company, provided that 'he
has a reasonable amount of confidence In Its dirOctotate
and that the ltteray part of the report ipointIs WUs.
fa-ctory reults,'takes very little interest in- the-statemnbts
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of income and expenditure which are laid before him, and
as a rule is quite prepared to take them as read; more-
over, even the work to which they relate and the energy
which they repr sent usually interest him but ulightly,
for all that concerns him is the net outcome of the year'd
trading or enterprise, and that net outcome is so much of
the balance of income over expenditure as the previous
transactions of the firm will permit its directors to pay
out, less whatever amount the Income-tax authorities may
order to be impounded.
Nor is the general attitude of the subscriber to a

hospital essentially different. As has been truly said,
hospital maintenance may be regarded as a form of
buslness enterprise, and for an individual who as a
subscrlber to Its funds Is, so to speak, a shareholder In
aiy hospital, mere statementseof income and expenditure
have no more living interest than in asy other connexion.
In short, qud philanthropist not less than qua speculative
shareholder, what interests an average specimen of Intel-
ligent humanity are not the figures put before him, but the
net result of the work to which they relate.
But in the case of the hospital shareholder the net

outcome ts less easy to ascertatn, and he cannot afford,
like the ordinary shareholder, altogether to disregard the
nature of the work which the accounts cover. His
dividend and the work done are, indeed, In some degree
one and the same thing, for the work done is the allevia-
tion of suffering, and for him the net outcome is the
dividend which he vleariously receives through those
whose successful treatment he has, so far as- may be,
ensured.

IIn one way he is better off than the ordinary share-.
holder, becauee the exact balance between energy and
output is of comparative indifference to him, since the'
very nature of the work done ensures him a dividend
from the beglnning, Provided he has any reason to
believe that any one single Individual has had his suf-
ferings In any way relieved during the year, he can
regad himself as having a dividend for that year
alrealy In his pocket. But at that point his superiority
ends and his satisfaction must cease; for if, as he
certainly should, he desires to aseertain not only that
he has received a dividend, but that it is a good dlvidend,
he must take more trouble in the matter than an ordinary
shareholder In a company.
The latter has only to look at the report of income and

expenditure or the profit and loss account presented him,
and can tell lnstantly what percentage on the capitol
involved the balance shown represents, and, therefore, the
dividend resulting from the transactions recorded. It
may be a hlgh percentage or a low one, but in any case
he knows precisely what it is, and no flowery statemfnt
on the part of the dlrectors of his company can deceive
him on the point.

It is far otherwise with the hospital shareholder, for
should the compiler of an annual report be gifted with a
nice taste in adjectives and a ready pen, the net outcome
of the yer's proceedings may be presented to' subsctibers
in a fashion which would deceive the very elect, inducing
the subscriber to believe that the work had been carried
on not only with a beneficent object.but In a fashion every
way admirable, when all the while the administration had
been most inefficient, and the true dividend one with
which the shareholder would rightly be dissatis fled were
he aware of it. Hence every hospital shareholder is
bound not only in his own interest, but still more In that
of the class which he desires to benefit, to take care that
those who spend his money on his behalf shall supply him
wlth some means of gauging the accuracy of the general
statements which they make in the body of any report
submitted by them to the hospital shareholder.
Nor should the subscriber allow himself to be satisfied

in this connexion merely by a reference to the tables
contained in the report from the medical officers of the
hospital, such as is commonly annexed by managers to
their own business report. It is true that from such
tables the subscriber can gather how many patients have
been,admitted, how many have died, how many have been
discharged "acred," and how many discharged " relieved,"
and the number and nature of the operations performed;
but the ,amount of the hospital shareholder's dividend
cannot by that meano be directly ascertained, nor can even
the be,efits conferred upon the patients in question really'
be' tha assessed. The statement " relieved" is in itself

very vague, and even in the case of those described-andD.
no doubt quite reasonably deseribed-as cured, no one
can say for now long they are cured, nor what amount of
unqualified benefit that cure in many cases really
represents.

Considerations such as these should not, however, lea.
the hospital shareholder to conclude that bis position Is-
hopeless, and that any attempt to assess his dividend in.
benefits vicariously received must necessatily fail. On.
the contrary, the task is perfectly easy. Even though he
rightly conclude that a proportion of the persons whom
he has desired to assist have benefited only in a very
minor degree, he may conclude with equal certainty that;
the aggregated benefit received by all the patients treated
in the hospital in which he is interested is very large
indeed. Hence if he takes care to see that the managers.
of his hospital put him into a position to gauge whether
his money has been made to meet the needs of an
adequate number of persons, he can determine the
amount of his dividend for himself. Neither of these.
points presents any difficulty, provided the managers.
show him in their annual report what bas been the
average weekly expenditure on each patient. Given this.
figure, the shareholder can compare it with that which
subscribers to other hcspitals have obtained, and can tell.
them with a considerable degree of accuracy whether his.
own dividend is good, bad, or indifferent.
The only precaution he must take is that the Institution

or institutions with which he makes the comparison are-
of the same general character, and treat the same kind o£
patients as his own, and that the calculations of the cost.
per bed have been made on identical lines.

WHrAT 1 A PATrrT P
Seeing, therefore, that the relative cost per bed Is, when

all is eald and done, the only safe criterion for the sub-
scriber, and that the term " coat per bed " Is really merely
a brief way of expreesing the expenditure on a patient for
each week of his treatment, it follows that the first point
to be determined is, What li a pattent? This at first sight.
seems- an exceedingly easy question to answer, and so in
truth it is; let differences in the interpretation of this.
word have been up to the present fruitful causes ot
inaccurate and unfair comparieons between the efficiency
of one institution and another.

Moreover, added to any natural difficulties which may
exist in the use of the word In statistical connexions,.
there has been a certain elasticity of conscilence in the
matter. The public Is, unfortunately, not very discriml-
nating in its support of hospitals, and as It has shown a.
dispoMitlon to believe that if Hospital A declares that It,
treats 1,000 patients a year it is better entitled to support,.
aud to more spport, than Hospital B, which only claims
950, there are many institutions which by one device and
another unblushingly exaggerate the number of patients
which they treat. The time has come when a stop should.
be put to this, and when hospital subscribers should.
insist upon the term "patient" being carefully defined.
for statistical purposes, or rather upon the correct authori-
tative and accepted definition being closely adhered to by
the managers of any hospital In which they are interested.
For only when this is done can they gauge Its progress,
and the efficiency of Its management from year to year.

Fortunately such a definitlon is ready to hand in con-
nexion with the system of hospital accounts described at.
an earlier page. Accordlig to that system, which Is the.
outcome, It should be noted, of the work, not of mere
theorists, but of a committee formed of practical men.
daily engaged In hospital administration, there are only
two kinds of hospital patients-in-patients and out-
patients.
Of these two, the former includes any person who is.

recorded in a book kept for that purpose as having been in
the hospital (as an occupant of a bed In one of Its wards) at.
a fixed hour of the day, and this hour, when fixed, must.
not be changed during tbe year covered by any statistics
in connexion with it. When the number of patients so
recorded Is eventually adde.d up and divided by the
number of days in the year, the result will give the
average number of patients resident daily In the hospital.
throughout the year.
An out-patient, on the other hand, is a peron not resl-

dent In the hospital but attending for some ailment, for
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however long or short a period, between the first day of the
year and the last.

It will be observed that that attractive but misleading
term "casualty patient "-the use of which often leads to
-the actual number of patienittreated at a hospital being
duplicated-is excluded. Any person who attends in the
surgery or casualty department of a hospital should for
statistical purposes be regarded either as an in-patient or
as an out-patient. If such a p3tient is admitted to the
wards he should be counted only when the daily in-patient
-,count for the day takes place; while if he is treated and
eent home he should be counted as an out-patient. It is
also considered desirable that each hospital shall adopt
some system of enumerating the attendances of out-
patients, so that statistics shall be available not only as
'to the number of different persons treated, but as the
number of occasions on whtch assistance is afforded to
-each of them.

These definitions are simple, and compliance with their
'terms should not for the most part present any difficulty,
thought It may not always be eagy to secure that patients
who attend at long intervals shall never appear twice in

-one year ia the statistical records. Nevertheless, if the
-point Is borne- In mind and honest endeavour is made to
mneet it, the general mass of hospital statistics may so fhr
be purified as to make It exceedingly rare for any single
Andividual to figure in the annual returns as anything
drom one to a dozen patients.

At present there are some institutions at wbich a
-patient whose chronic ill health brings him to hospital at
'fairly frequent intervals for different phases of his illness
is entered as a new patient almost as often as the leading
-character of his symptoms varies. There are many, too,
at which a single visit from a patient results in the addi-
tion of at least two, and sometimes three, items to the
record- of patients treated. Thus, a patient may first
-appear as a casualty patient, and, if sent to the out-patient
department, figures there again, and, fiaally, when sent to
the wards from that department as being a fit case for
admission, figures once more when the night state is made
out. All this is, for the most purt. merely the outcome of
faulty administration, but it is a kind of fault which some
institutions are not too desirous to avoid, and which
,counts so unfairly against carefully-managed hospitals
'that it should be discountenanced by all interested in
hospital maintenance as a whole.

ESTIMATES OF OUTPUr.
When an accounat ot the number of in-patients and out-

lpatients is thus kept a3 faithfully and carefully as may be,
the resulting figures can be used as a basis for various
etatistical purposes. The one essential calculation is, as
has already been indicated, that which shows the cost per
bed or the cost of each patient's treatment ptr week. Bat
'there are other statistics which are useful either
as affording a short cut to a correct answer to the
question of the cost per bed, or because, in certain
acircumstanoes, they may serve to throw additional light
upon the general efficiency of the hospital in its per-
1formance of the special kind of work which it under.
takes, whatever that may be. The number of beds in
daily occupation, for example, can easily be ascertained by
,taking the figures showing the total number of In-patients
in the hospital day by day throughout the year and
dividing it by the number of days In that year, and It has
,.an immediate value. Thus, by further subdivisions and
like calculations, it can be ascertained whether there are
any great variations at different periods above and below
what is shown to be the general average for the year. This
Is a polnt not without importance, for when there is

regularity in the calls made upon the hospital It is easier
to secure economy than when work is sometimes slack
and becomes at other times suddenly and almost over-
whelmingly great.
Another calculation which can be usefully made on the

basis stated is the average duration of each patient's
treatment. This, apart from any other value of the calcu-
lation, a particularly usefal thing to know when
.attempts are made, as is sometimes foolishly the case, to
tompare the financial efficlency of two hospitals by com-
paring the average amount spent on each patient in the
Awo hospitals. Thus, li the average cost of each patient in
Hospital A Is £30, and In Hospital B is only 30.., It might

at first look as if Hospital B were Infinitely better managed
than Hospital A, whereas the reverse may really be the
case. Hospital A may cater for patients suffering from
long enduring complaints, the average duration of whose
treatment Is necessarily fourteen or fifteen weeks, while
Hospital B admits a majority of patients suffering from
certain diEeaees which rarely require more than a few
days' in-patient treatment, so that naturally the average
duration of their stay, and consequently the average cost
of each patient, Is very small. As a general rule, Indeed,
there is very llttle utility in knowing the average cost of
each patient at any Institution, though It Is a figure which
maDy institutions are very fond of quoting, and it should
be repeated that if expenditure in relation to patients is
a criterion of efficlency of administration-and this It Is
to a very useful extent-the figure to be ascertained is
that whtch has already been indicated, namely, the cost
per bed per week. The average duration of treatment
has, however, a farther financial interest. Thus, when
a hospital is large and the average duration of treatment
is very shorb, It naturally means that patients come
and go very quickly; similarly wben the average duration
of treatment is very long, it follows that the patients
change but slowly.
The effect of these factors on expenditure is to some

extent a moot point. There are those who argue that
when in any glven hospital the number of beds habitually
occupied remains unchanged, the greater the number of
Individuals by whom they are consecutively occupied the
greater the relative expense. That rapid changes In the
occupation of a ward means more wear and tear on all
concerned in Its management, and po?sibly somewhat
Increased expenditure on bed linen, Is probably true; but,
on the whole, those are probabJy right who argue that
the longer a patient remains in-that Is to say, the greater
the average duration of treatment-the more expensive
he becomes not only actually but relatively. A patient
who comes in for a day or two only is often kept from first
to last on some inexpensive form of diet, wbile the long
remaining pattent has generally to be put on extras and
coaxed in various small ways to tempt him to eat at all.
Another connexion in which the average duration of

treatment is of interest Is with respect not to finances but
to the aotual treatment. Thus1, If of two hospitals doing
precisely the same kind of work, and in towns of corre-
sponding character, the average duration of treatment is
found year alter year to be much longer at the one than
at the other, the fact may suggest that there Is room for
inquiry as to the cause, but only for inquiry and not for
promptconclusion. The one hospital may have an excellent
convalescent hospltal to which the surgeons and physicilan
feel they can safely send their patients at a much earlier
date than they would allow them to leave had they to dis-
charge their patients as In the case of surgeons at the
other hospital, straight from the hospital to their own
homes. On the other hand, the difference In the duration
of treatment in the two hospitals may point to a positive
defect. Thus, Hospital A may be understaffed in Its
nursing department and its nurses habitually overworked;
or the home In which they live may be badly managed
and they themselves underfed, Eo that the services they
render the patient are habitually less efficient than those
of the nurses at Hospttal B, where the nurses are not over-
worked, are properly fed, are Insured a good night's rest,
plenty of time off duty for outdoor exercise and other
relaxations, and habitually arrive In the wards and at
their patients' bedsldes cheerful and thoroughly fit.

So, too, agatn the difference may prove on investigation
to be due to defective arrangements with regard to the
ventilation and the like. Thus at Hospital A the rapid
recovery of patients may be factlttated by broad balconies
on which the patienits' beds can be placed and their occu-
pants allowed to enjoy the air and sunlight, while at
Hospital B the windows may be so arranged that It -i
difficult even to open them without a violent draught, and
the patients from beginning to end of their treatment
rematn In a stuffy atmoaphere with nothing more exhi-
larating to gaze at than a blank wall and a pale face on the
opposite side of the ward.

Again, It may be found that at Hospital A the surgeons
and physielans are armed with evtry modern appliance
for the efficient treatment of disease, well-constructed
operating theatres, an ample supply of the best Instru-
me-nts, clinical laboratories, and perfectly trained atiffs of
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nurss, while at Hospital B everything In this direction ib
behtnd the times.

All these, however, are for the most part points with
which the average shareholder need not too greatly con-
cern himself, but they should be borne in mind by him
he ti called upon to take a part In the admistration cd
the hospital as a member of the managing committee,
while in any case, if he happens to note that the averagp
duration of treatment is less at his hospital than at some
other with which he ts acqualnted and which he believe's
to be of the same character and has to do the same sort od
work, he can regard the brevity with pride. For the
purpose, however, of satisfying himself as to the sufflciency
of his dividend, the average hospital shareholder need only
ascertain the average cost per bed, and how this to be
done is the next point to be considered.

FINDING THE DIVIDEND.
The term "c ost per bed" can apply to in-patient wor*

only, whereas most hospitals do both in-patient and out.
patient work. If, therefore, a figure could be obtained
which would cover the whole work of any hospltal and yet
be as precise and exact as that of the cost per bed, it
would, no doubt, be a preferable standard by which to
gauge the financial efficiency of these institutions It
would be quite possible, of course, to lump all the work
of a hospital together and find out what was the average
expenditure on each Individual treated irrespective of his
staus as a patient, but the result would be entirely
unsastiatory. The units of calculation would vary s8
eor ly that no figure would result which would be
truly comparable with that obtatned with reference to the
work of the institution in previous years or to like figures
obfained by other hospitals.
Some hospitals have exoeedingly large out-patient

departments in comparison to the number of their beds

sad others the oontrary. Moreover, In every hospital the
relative proportion of the work done In these two depart.
ments varles, sometimes very greatly, in different years;
and, finally, since there Is a great difference between the
cot of an out-patient department and the cost of ln-
patient work, any figure derived from an admixture of the
two classes of work in unknown and varying proportions
must Inevitably be entirely misleading.
The want of a standard calculation embracing the whole

of the hospital work need not be regretted, for a calcula.
tion relating to the in-patient work only, andrepresenting
the expenditure at the cost per bed, will meet all needs If

earrned out on right lines. The factors dealt with are

practically identical in every year, and. the resulting
figure is a truly comparable unit. Moreover, when the
nature of the two classes of work considered, it. wll be

obvious from the financial point of view that the difficulty
scuring efficient administration In connexion with in.

patient departments is infinitely the greater. Hence, it
the figre relating to this work Is found to be satisfactory,
it may satly be concluded that the financial adminis-
tration ol the out-patient department is equally satis.-
factory; and that, If more is spent on out-patients than it
desirable or right. it is not because the administration iS

inefficient from a financial point of view, but because the
doors of the out-patient department are opened too widd
-e- persons-admitted to its benefit who ought to be
excluded.

It may be sald that, as a matter of fact, up to the
preent no one knows with accuracy what the cost of
an out-patient is, or, rather, whatin a general way it may
be expected to be. When some estimate of this amount

tn the past been attempted it has been customary, as

tndicated at page 1499, to put down an entirely hypo-
hetical sum, and by multiplying that hypothetical sum'

-to caleulate the total cost of the out-patient department.,
ThX is, of course, an absurd system, and on the basis of

it a hospital which had a very large out patient depart-
ment and very few beds might concelvably show tha the}
eost per bed was rather less than nothing.

Fortunately, however, those who brought Into existene:
*te revised plan of hospital accounts saw the absurdity of,
such a loose system, and arranged for the complete separa-

tion of expenditure on in-patients and out-patients. No
doabt if such a separation were suggested by a subecriber
at many hospitals the managing body would beinclined
to trow up its hands and say, "Quite impossible." but
t this is.. far from being the case will be seen on

reference to pages 1611 and 1512. A great many lnstitu-
tions, In short, and those of a very mixed character, have
managed to effect the separation as soon as reuested to
do so; and there can be little doubt that all institutions
which essay the same tak honestly will find that they
are able to perform it, though they may not be able.to
effect the separation quite accurately In the first year.
It is most desirable that they should do so, because until'
the separation has been effected the expenditure of neither
one department nor the other can be accurately stated.
Hence the hospital shareholder who desires to know what
his dividend really Is must press for this reform.

CURTAIN DEDuCTIONs.
In any case, before the cost per head is determined, the.

sum considered to represent the total cost of the out-
patient department must be deducted, whether found by
guesswork or by precise calculation, from the gross cost
of the hospital. But neither In the case of the in-patient.
department nor of the out-patient work is every penny
which happens to have been paid on behalf of the hospita?
during the year to be taken into consideration. A
classified statement of all items of hospital expenditure
will be found in a table on page ,which, with lts-
fellow-the classified statement of Items of hospital
income-is intended to be used as a profit and loss
account for the fiscal year, and not as an account of actual
cash payments and receipts. Not all the items In It, how-
ever, sh9uld be Included In the calculation of the cost per
bed.
The items of expenditure to be considered In this con-

nexion are only those which are under the direct controD
of the managers for the year in question; which are am
Intrinsic part of the maintenance and administration of
patients under all circumstances; and which, therefore,
are common- to all hospitals, wherever situated. These
items will be found In detail on the pages mentioned, but
the main headings may be here quoted:
Provisions (food and the like).
Surgery and dispensary (instruments and medioines, etc.;.
Domestic (fuel and lighting; repairs, washing, etc.).
Establishment charges (fire insurances, etc.).
Salaries and wages.
Mtsoellaneous expenses (postage and stationery, etc.).
Management and finance (salaries of secretary, clerks, andr

others).
Any one who has such an aceount before him, as well

as statistics as to the number of patients treated, such as
have been discussed on page l101, can easily work out
for himself the figure representing the cost per bed. But,
of course, no hospital shareholder should be expected to
take this trouble for himself. It should be laid before
him by the managers In their annual report, so that the
shareholder may see at a glance what his dividendXa and
be able to compare It forthwith, If he pleaees with tlke
dividend similarly declared at any other hospital Inwhieb
he may be interested, or with which he may be acqtainted.
In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred this cost per bed

stated as a single unit without reference to items- Is
everything about which the hospital shareholder need
worry himself, but that figure he should insist upom
receiving. In fact, any person who at the present day
ts not supplied with a figure of that sort by the autho-
ritles of the hospital to which he Is invited to sub-
scribe, and who, being supplied with It, does not flue'
that it compares well with that of other institutions,,
and cannot obtain a thoroughly satisfying explanation,
would do well to consider the advisability of keeping his
money In his pocket as far as that institution is cos-
cerned. Moreover, now that a system of acount-keeping
which reallyInsures truly comparable calculatios of the
cost per bed Is at the disposition of all and sundry, he.
should press that system on the notice of the managing
body of any hospital in which hel is Interested, and, i.
after a year or two, he finds that the Institution la not
calculating its cost per bed on this or on some other very
widelytadopted and authoritative plan, he may saIely
conclude that thetailure to do so is not to his advantage,
however plausiblet the reason put forward for a con1tray
course may sound. In other words, not only will he be
unable to judge what his dividend as a hospital shase-
holder is, but he will have good grounds for assuming that
it it could be discovered the dividend would be found to,
be a bad one.
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-STATISTICAL -TABLES.'
FINANCIAL STATISTICS FOR A YEAR, COMPARED WItH THOSE, OF THE PREVIOUS YEAA.L

I. INq-PA2=ERTS.
()Numnber of Beds m.d In-patients. _ __ _ _

Numbers in 19 . Numbers in 19,

.1. Number of bedls available for use. ... ...

~2. Average nu,mber of. patients resident daily throughout the year as coucted and recorded daily
Z. 14umiber of in-patients in the hospital at beginning of year.. .. .

4. Number Qt in-patients admitted during year '. ..

Z. Number of in-patients in the hospital at the end of the year .. ..

.6 Average numberLof days each patient was resident .. ..

(ii) Antnual Expenditure on In-patient8 apart froms that on -Out-pxtients; Average Cost of each In-patient;
and Averag Coto Ac In-patient per week.

Expenditure on Average Cost of Expenditure Avernge Cost. of
in-patients in each In-patient Ion In-patients each in-patiptt

19 .inl19 inl19 inl19

£ sd. P. sd. £ sd. £ .d
M.4i1qTENANCE sjdShould any resident officers or servants not be

,.povisons victualled, or any article of food for patients
(.of the fact.

Q. Surgery and Dispensary .. .. .. .. .. ..

9. Domnestic... ... ... ... .....
-lo. Establishment.. .. .. .. .. .. ..

111. Salaries, wages. etc ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

12. Miscellaneous expenses .. .. .. .. .. ..

.DMINISTRATION:
13. Management ............

.14. Finance .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Totals .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Average total cost of each in-patient per week..-.. .- .

II. OUT-PATIENTS.
(a) Numbers.

Numbers in 1906. Numbers in 1907.

IL. Total number of new out-patients .... ... ...

2. Total numbet~of out-patient attendances .. . . . . . . .

(A) Number of patients on books at the beginning of the year, if ascertainable .. ..

-(B) Number of casualty patients includ'ed in No. 1 above .. .. .. .. .. ..

<c) Number of casualty attendances included in No. 2 above .. .. .. ..

(D) Number of maternity patients included in No. 1 above, attended at home....

(U) Number of maternit-y patients included in No. 1 above, attended at the hoLspital

(b) Annual Expenditure and Average Cast of each Out-patient -and of each Out-patient Attendance.

Erxpenditure in Average Cost Expenditure in Average Cost

1906.- per Out-patient 1907. per out-patien't

MaINTENANCE:- £ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~S.dS.d £ s. d. d

.73. Surgery -and dispensary I. . . .

A. Doinestic ... .. ... ...~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~I I
A. Es-tab-lishment ....

'6. ~Salaries and wages (including Board of Offcials, If any)...
M.iiscellaneous.... . ......

&&DM4NjSTRAT1IoN:

8. Management and financea ..

Total-s .. . . . . .

ALverage cost per attendance ..
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Finally, as the hospital shareholder may llikb to know

how the exit -per bed Is commonly calculated, a brief
statement of -the - shortest cut to that figure may well
conclude this article.
The total sum spent on the items which have been

quoted above Is divided by the total number of In.
patients treated during the year; and the result-which
represents thze average cost of each in-patient-is again
divided by the figure which represents the average
number of days each patient was resident The final
quotient-which repre£ents the average cost of a patient
for a single day-is then multiplied by seven to show the
cost per bed per week. Exactly the same method will
show the weekly cost per patient on any of the items
which enter Into the general calculation of the cost
per bed, and it is one of the good features of the revised
system of hospital accounts that the cost of all these
items-and the necessary figures regarding duraticn of stay
and the lItke are all very clearly displayed, so that any
further subealculations such as thoee in question can be
made-it- desired. To the ordinary hospitsl shareholder,
however, they are superfluous, though sometimes he may
deem it well to brtak up the cost per bed into two
figures, one relating to maintenance and the other to
outlay iwhich ti only Indirectly entailed by the purpose
for which he has given his money to the Institution, such
as the payment of the secretary wbo acts as the executive
officer on the managing body. But It may be stated at
once that though the administration of hospitals in these
Islands is not always efficient, it is habitually so faithful
and honest that the subcalculation in question, though
sometimes cf Interest, is very rarely of essential impor-
tance. Hence any hospital sbareholder who Is supplied
by the managers of the institution In which he Is inter-
ested with a single figure representing the cost per bed,
msy take that figure as his divldend, and, provided that
the accounts of the hospital are prepared for publication
acoording to the rules of the revisLed eyetem of hospital
accounts, he may decide for himself forthwith whether
that dividend Is satisfactory or the reverse by comparing
It wlth that received by sub3cribers to other instttutions
of the same character which publish their accounts in the
same form. It is better stilll that the factors entering Into
the calculation of the cost per bed should be shown like-
wise. The form which the declaration of dividend should
then take Is shbwn in the tables on p. 1503, wbich with
the rules as to drawing them up will be found in
exte£ o In the repoTt published for the three metropolitan
hospitsl fands at the address already given.

THE

INCOMINGS AND OUTGOINGS
OF

HOSPITALS IN LONDON.

In the followlng pages will be found an account, In
tabular form, of the income, expcndlture, and work during
the year 1907 of nearly all the important voluntaryhospitals
in London, whatever their special purpose. In each table
the Institutions wlll be found, not in alphabetical order,
but roughly classified according to the work whiah they
do. First come the large general hospitals with medical
ick-ools attached, and then the general hospitals without
medical schools; afterwards follow in succession itstitu.
tions which cater especially for children; for wbmen and
children; for lying*in women; for those suffering from
nervous disorders; and from diseases of special regions,
such as the eye, the rectum, the bladder, the chest. the
throat, nose, and ear. The lists end with a few hospitals
which devote themselves to conditions systemic In origin,
but accompanted by marked local manifestations, malig-
nant growths, skin troubles, disorders of the heart, and
physical malformations. The order followed has, in
short, been unconsclously of a pathological character.
The tableehave rather a formidable appearance, but

are worth study for more than one reason. We are
accustomed to tabulation of hospital statistics In annual
and other bDoks of reference, but these invariably deal

with expenditures at comparatively remote periods, and
thu lack living interest. The tables. which are. DOW
published cover, however, the most recent completed
perlod of hospital work, namely, the year 1907, and
convey the gtst of accounts which have only lately been
completed. In severl instances, Indeed, the reports of-
the hospitals to whicb the tables relate have not yet
been published, and It is only owing to the courtesy of.
many secretaries, and others conermed, In forwarding
advance proofs of their reports, and giving assistance In
other ways, that It has been possible to complete this
review of the financial position of London hospltals at so
early a date. To the statistics, moreover, of the London
hospitalb for last year quite a epecial Interest- attaches,
since for the first time their accounts, though, kept in
different ways, have all been prepared for publication on
precieely the same general system,. namely, that described
In some-earlier articles-in this Iesue. Hence -they-form a,
convenient object-lesscn In the working of that system,
and as an illustration of what has been said In connexion
with It.- One- or two publisbed reports ehow that the-
secretaries of the hospitals concerned have not interpreted
the rules laid down for their guidance correctly, bug it is
equally clear that no such difficulty has been commonly
experienced. Moreover, the readiness with which the'
system lends itself to the clear demonstration of the
essential points of hospital upkeep is proved by the fact
that a number of secretaries, besides showing their expen-
diture for 1907 In the desired form, have cast the
expenditure of one or two previous years 'into the eame
shape for the benefit of their subscribers.

It is by no means, however, to be-concluded that the
annual reports of all hospitals in London are now exat
counterparts. This is by no means the caee. Apart from
the written matter there is a certain element of'
Individuality in each- of -the accounts, and this fact -has
transformed what would otherwise have been a -most
fatiguing and monotonous piece of work into quite an.
attractive study of human character In the guise ot figures..
The skeletons of the accounts are in each case the

same, but the minds of those who have clothed theim
obviouslt differ as gteatlyas the hands of Esan and Jacob.
Indeed, perhaps only a person who has examined care-
fully the printed reports of these sixty or seventy bospitals
one atter the other can readily conceive the different,
appearance whieh accounts relating to precisely the me
items, and constructed on the same essential principles*,
may be made to aseume. Individuality betrays ltself sob
clearly In the treatment of certain points, and In such
minot details as the choice of,paper and-type,ltbat It.
seems almost possible to picture the character of the
compiler of the statement. Anything of the nature of
pathos In a business account is difficult to conceive; but
even this exists in the devices adoptedby some of the secre-
taries to covceal, so far as the form of account permits,
what they obviously consider may prove a very damning
fact, namely, that in one way or another they have
managed to emerge from the year with a balance In hand.
Such attempts, however, are a mistake; they may deceive
a few, they will mislead no onewho examines the acount.
with care; In some cases, moreover, the devices used are
of doubtfol honesty, and might well- annoy philan-
throptists of the latter-day persuasion, namely, persons
who combine philanthropic dcsires with a good deal of
business instinct.
The statiatical tables, five in number, each ooncern a

different aspect of hospital enterprise; their contents are,
therefore, dealt with in each case separately, and the
reader can read all or any of the reviews as he Is disposed.
The tables practically explaln themselves, so little more
is said about them In the text than Is necessary to explain
and empbasize their main points. Theaspects in questioa
are as follows: The sources ofincome of London hospitals,
the main Items of expenditure; that oriterion of good
administration-the cost per bed per week; the expense of
out-patient departments; and the present position of the
London hospitals as revealed by the balance between
their incomings and outgoings at the. end of the.
year 1907.

St. Bartholomewv's Hospital figures in some of these
tables, and next year will probably appear in all, for its.
present administration-being as up-to-date as its new onte
patient department, It has adopted the revised account~
system, thoegh not a beneficiary cf any of the lands.


